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CT images                manual             thresholding    texture-basedfilter bank used for segmentation

Genotype Femur length [μm] Bone Density [HU] Roughness [°]

WT 11.75 4363.3 31.4

FLT3-ITD 11.70 4016.9 33.3

Ptprc-/- 11.25 4133.0 32.9

FLT3-ITD/Ptprc-/- 9.23 3601.2 38.8

• visualization highlights regions of increased bone surface roughness
• roughness measure correlates with traditional bone measurements

a – identification of metatarsophalangeal joints
b – tracking of individual bones along stack
c – isolation of metatarsals

facet normals

roughness 
radius

1) local surface [4]
• average angle of facet normals 

within r

2) entire VOI
• integrated frequency of angles > t
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• semi-automated extraction of three 
middle metatarsals

• marching cubes algorithm [3]

Bone morphology and microarchitecture are important features in various fields of
research and medicine. Since they change during development and growth, but also under
pathological conditions, they can be utilized to assess disease progression or phenotypic
abnormalities in new preclinical models of human diseases. The non-invasive imaging via
modern high-resolution computed tomography (CT) allows in vivo bone studies, but at the
same time produces huge datasets that have to be processed in an automated and objective
manner. We therefore developed algorithms to quantify two different bone features, i.e.
bone surface roughness [1] and the cortical thickness gradient [2]. Both were successfully
applied in different research studies to quantitatively describe bone morphology and
pathological bone changes.

Introduction

Bone surface roughness
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